Sand particle velocities over a subaqueous dune slope using high-frequency image capturing
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ABSTRACT: This work presents measurements and analysis of sand particle velocities over a subaqueous dune with median sand diameter of 0.85 mm. Time-lapse images of the mobile bed and an automated particle image velocimetry (PIV)-based cross-correlation method are used to obtain mean velocity of sand particles. This technique is shown to be consistent with measurements obtained with manual tracing. The measurements indicate an increase in mean particle velocity over a dune slope. Three regions are distinguished over the dune slope: (1) region of fluctuating particle velocity, (2) region of increasing particle velocity, and (3) region of maximum particle velocity. The observations are aligned with experimental and numerical modelling studies, indicating fluctuations in flow velocity over a dune stoss slope. We furthermore show that the standard deviation of the mean particle velocity is affected by the slope location and decreases from the lower slope towards the upper slope. The particle velocity variability is discussed in the context of general onset and cessation of sediment transport, the effect of the reattachment zone, sweep-transport events, and the existence of superimposed bedforms. With this work we bridge the gap between measurements of bedload transport at the particle-scale and at the bedform-scale. © 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

In experimental and field studies, measuring sediment transport without disrupting the flow and the sediment bed is challenging. Observations are that sediment particle transport occurs between phases of rest (repose time). Onset and cessation occur in four successive phases: entrainment, displacement, distraiment and repose (Drake et al., 1988). Sand particles potentially move in different modes: rolling, sliding, saltating, and in suspension (Drake et al., 1988; Nabi et al., 2013; Yager and Schmeeckle, 2013). Rolling particles tend to move at small velocities. Saltating particles show long flights with a short phase of acceleration and a longer phase of decreasing velocity. Particle velocity and mode of transport are sensitive to changes in water depth, flow velocity, particle size and density, among others. Studies that trace particle motion for a large number (1000–10 000) of individual particles show that the distributions of the particle velocities can be fitted by an exponential law that monotonically decreases to zero for the streamwise direction. In the cross-stream direction, the velocities fit a Gaussian function (Drake et al., 1988; Lajeunesse et al., 2010; Roseberry et al., 2012; Shim and Duan, 2017). Lajeunesse et al. (2010) show that particle motion is dominated by the mean value of the bed shear stress. Roseberry et al. (2012) focus on the degree to which particles are picked up randomly. They conclude that particle activity (the solid volume of particles in motion per unit area of streambed) and mean particle velocity increase log-linearly with increasing bed shear stress. Changes in the transport rate, with corresponding changes in stress, are dominated by changes in the activity, not the particle velocity (Roseberry et al., 2012). Particle activity fluctuates as particles respond to near-bed fluid turbulence, whilst particles simultaneously interact with the bed. Roseberry et al. (2012) show that patchiness of particle movement occurs at the same timescale as that of turbulence sweeps. A larger sampling area will decrease the relative effect of the magnitude of the fluctuations compared to the overall level of activity. Furthermore, sediment particles show diffusive and advective behaviour, which is reflected in the fluxes directed from areas of high entrainment to low entrainment (Furbish et al., 2017).

Particle movement is closely related to the development of bedforms. In the case of unidirectional currents, dunes are one of the most typical types of bedforms. Under unidirectional currents, dunes form under a selective range of flow conditions and sediment sizes (Southard and Bogchwał, 1990). Several studies aim to quantify dune migration and sediment transport flux over dunes (Van Rijn, 1984; Singh and Fofoula-Georgiou, 2013; Guala et al., 2014; Venditti et al., 2016). Dunes typically have a wedge shape, which causes flow to separate in the lee of the dune, and reattach 4–6 dune heights downstream of the crest (Best, 2005). The flow accelerates up the stoss slope, as a decrease in water depth causes flow conversion over the upward sloping bed of the dune stoss slope. Streamlines become compressed within the boundary layer over the rising stoss slope. As such, there is an interaction between the shape of the dune and the flow over the bed. To increase our
understanding of the complex interactions between the flow and the migrating dune, the quantification of the resulting sediment transport over the dune is a key element. Existing measurements of the sediment transport over dunes over a range of scales, from particle scale to bedform scale, are limited.

Progress in using imagery for sediment transport research is evolving, mainly due to advances in digital camera technology and in post-processing tools. The use of visualization techniques to measure sediment transport has proven to be reliable (Drake et al., 1988; Lajeunesse et al., 2010; Roseberry et al., 2012; Yager and Schmeeckle, 2013; Fathel et al., 2015; Shim and Duan, 2017). Using particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) and manual tracing, sediment transport studies are generally based on individual particle motion and are obtained at a limited range of conditions of flow velocity, water depth, and sediment size, predominantly for flat-bed conditions. These studies are not necessarily applicable to dunes, due to (i) variations in sediment sizes, (ii) non-uniform flow over the dune slope and (iii) higher mobility conditions. Visualization techniques to measure sediment transport, and not only individual particle motion, over dunes are limited (Tsubaki et al., 2018). Figure 1 shows the existence of a measurement gap from high-frequency imagery for higher Shields numbers and lower Bonnefille numbers, which are conditions in which bedforms form. Exceptions are the measurements of Roseberry et al. (2012) and Nino and Garcia (1998). To avoid bedform formation, their measurements were obtained with a small slope (near hydraulic smooth conditions) or small water depth (< 0.05 m). The field of view in those studies was minimal (maximum of 1.5 × 1.3 cm and 7.6 × 1.1 cm), with a frame rate of 250 frames per second. Statistics are quantified based on individual particle motion over a fixed bed, and the authors acknowledged that their methods were time-consuming.

A procedure based on high-frequency imaging to measure sediment transport of natural sand over a mobile dune sediment bed is designed. The use of tracer particles is avoided by applying image subtraction and using subsequent images of difference (IoDs) to detect moving particles (Radice et al., 2007; Shim and Duan, 2017). Manual particle motion tracing and a particle image velocimetry (PIV)-based cross-correlation technique (Ballio and Radice, 2007, Radice et al., 2006) are combined to obtain a large number of mean particle velocities at different sections of the dune slope. The research questions underlying our work are: (1) How do measurements from a PIV-based cross-correlation technique compare to those from individual particle tracing, to obtain mean velocity of the moving particles? (2) How do sand particle velocities vary over a dune stoss slope? (3) What are the challenges towards quantifying mass flux of sediment over a dune using imagery? We demonstrate that PIV can be used to study bedload motion and we quantify spatial gradients in particle velocity over a dune bed. The method of cross-correlation on an IoD fills the gap between individual particle motion studies and measurements of average transport using sediment traps or bed morphology tracking.

### Experimental Procedures and Analytical Methodology

#### Instrumentation

The experiments are conducted at the Water Engineering Laboratory at the University of Auckland (New Zealand). The flume is an 11.9 m long, 0.38 m deep and 0.44 m wide glass-sided open channel, with water and sediment recirculating capacity. Sediment dynamics are recorded with a high-speed camera recording at 90 frames per second, producing coloured images with a resolution of 2048 by 2048 pixels. The camera is placed 0.44 m above the initial sand bed level and the field of view covers the width of the flume. Camera and lens settings are used in manual mode, with specifications provided in Table 1. Lens aperture is chosen to optimize sharpness, focus, exposure, chromatic aberration and sharpness towards the edges for the recorded images. Exposure is set as low as possible to mitigate noise (Mosbrucker et al., 2017). Illumination is provided from the side of the flume and optimized to obtain equal illumination for the area of interest. A 1.1 m long acrylic sheet of 4-mm thickness is placed on the water surface to reduce refraction and the occurrence of water surface waves, as suggested by Heays et al. (2014) and Fathel et al. (2015). Without such a sheet, reflections from wavy water surface deteriorate image clarity and visibility of the sand grains. The dunes do not develop under ‘covered’ conditions, and the coverage area is of minimal length. Sediment transport studies under ice-covered surface have shown that the lower layer in a covered
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flow can be treated as a free-surface flow for the purpose of calculating bedload transport (Lau and Krishnappan, 1985). Knack and Shen (2015) compared bedload transport measurements for covered conditions with bedforms and conclude that 'bed load transport can be described by conventional relationships for the equivalent free-surface flow if the flow strength is expressed in terms of the bed shear stress', p.1.

Experimental parameters

The flume is tilted at a slope of 0.0015 and filled with 0.1 m layer of uniform sand with a median grain diameter of 0.85 mm (Figure 2). Mean flow depth is 0.15 m and the mean flow velocity is 0.50 m/s. Flow velocities are measured with a Nortek Vectrino+ Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter and the flow at 40% of the water depth varies between 0.35 and 0.65 m/s. The depth-slope shear stress is 1.77 N/m². Near-bed velocities fluctuate due to acceleration and deceleration over dunes, in line with the turbulent nature of the flow and corresponding flow separation detachment and reattachment (Best, 2005). The complex flow environment is reflected in a wide spread of shear velocity, Yager et al. (2018) provide a detailed discussion on the dissimilarity between different methods of measurements of shear stress and shear velocity. In our case, shear velocity obtained from flow profile measurements over a fixed plane bed is \( u^* = 0.021 \) m/s, whereas the shear velocity derived from the average depth-slope is \( u^* = 0.01 \) m/s. Other studies have provided general flow parameters for small water depths and a range of flow velocities over dune beds, which we assume to be valid for our experiments, and thus refer to (Maddux et al., 2003; Venditti, 2007; Nabi et al., 2012; Lockwood et al., 2018). Data recording was performed over nine dunes, with flow conditions kept constant for more than four hours after the dunes were in equilibrium condition. Calculations of mass flux of sediment are usually done in two separated modes, namely, bedload transport and suspended load transport (Van Rijn, 1987). The transport stage determines which mode is dominant (Venditti et al., 2016), with our experiments being in the bedload dominated stage. Dune migration rate approached 0.035 m/min.

Data collection and image processing (spatial and temporal analysis)

Images are recorded at high-frequency and cover an analysis area of 0.44 m width and 0.44–0.46 m streamwise length (depending on bed surface height, due to migrating dunes), as in Figures 3A–3C. To transfer particle velocity in pixels per frame to metres per second, the length scale of a pixel is needed, and the time step between two frames. For a fixed plain bed, the pixel length scale is fixed. However, our observations are collected for a changing sediment bed and the bedforms exhibit a well-defined slope. This implies that the pixel length scale varies within an image and between images, as a function of bed height. The pixel length scale in the vertical direction of an image is calculated by dividing flume width (0.44 m) with the total count of pixels covering the sediment bed in the vertical direction (Figure 3C).

Images are processed from dng-format into tif-format using dcraw.exe in Matlab R2016b (Coffin, 2009). Existing codes by Summer (2014) and Luijk (2007) have been edited to account for our configuration. Camera and lens calibration are performed using the camera calibration toolbox application provided in Matlab R2016b and verified using the camera calibration toolbox for Matlab®, developed by J. Y Bouguet and available on the internet (Bouguet, 2010). An important image processing step to trace particle displacement is the step of segmentation (detection) of moving particles (Tal et al., 2012). Our method for detecting moving particles involves subtracting subsequent colour images of the natural sediment of the mobile bed (Radice et al., 2006, Shim and Duan, 2017). After image subtraction, conversion to greyscale and noise removal are applied to obtain an IoD between two time steps. The IoD exhibits a contrast in black and white (greyscale) between the locations in the image where a particle changed position and locations in the image where no particle changed position (monocolour background).

Plan-view images are recorded over the dune (Figure 4). The first image series covers 10 seconds over the trough and the upstream crest. The second image series is recorded three minutes later, with the location of the camera kept constant. Subsequently, seven image series are recorded with three and four minutes in between each series. Figure 4 shows that every cross-section in an image series is assigned a dune section reference length between zero and one. The dune’s lee slope is relatively steep, since avalanching processes occur down the lee slope. The dune crest is two-dimensional in shape. Analysis of the sediment transport is done in the centre of the flume, covering 0.16 m flume width. The area near the flume wall is not considered, because the wall is likely to affect sediment transport. Results from recordings over the trough regions are not presented. Transport of particles is observed to occur up to several centimetres above the bed in the trough region. Images are recorded at 90 frames per second and IoDs are obtained for
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images recorded at 2/90 second (hereafter 0.022 seconds) apart. If a lower threshold is chosen, for example 1/90 second, particles that travel slower than 0.075 m/s move less than median particle size, which is not suited for our analysis. As a result, the slowest travelling particles are not captured in the IoD. While, for a higher threshold, such as 3/90 or 4/90 second, identification of individual particle trajectories and of variability in particle displacement is difficult. The time step 0.022 seconds is a compromise between capturing slow moving particles and retrieving information on variability in particle behaviour.

Automated analytical methodology

Complementary to manual tracing of particle displacement, we used an automated PIV-based cross-correlation method to obtain the mean velocity of moving particles in a predefined area. PIV is commonly used to analyse the flow field. Radice et al. (2006) successfully applied PIV to track bedload motion. PIVlab is an open-source tool for analysis of digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) developed by Thielicke and Stamhuis (2014). The DPIV-technique calculates particle displacement for particle groups. Cross-correlations between particle groups in two subsequent images are evaluated and provide the most probable displacement of the particles in a subpart of the image, assuming the particles travel in a straight line from image A to image B (Raffel et al., 2007). The analysis is sensitive to the choice of the size of the interrogation area (IA), among other pre-processing factors (Lewis and Rhoads, 2015). A different size of IA yields different velocity data time series for the same extraction location. Lewis and Rhoads (2015) show that a small IA and short time steps provide more details on particle displacement, but does not necessarily provide more accurate results. The size of IA and time step needs to be chosen carefully as a function of particle displacement variation (magnitude and orientation), while also considering the number and size of particles in an IA. In the study by Ballio and Radice (2007), PIV on IoD was used for bedload motion and validation was provided. A good correspondence is found for the average values for the sediment rate, when counted manually compared with image processing. Sediment
transport rates varying within two orders of magnitude are correctly measured (except for very low solid discharges). Their study was for weak transport of 3 mm (light-weight) grains. The work of Tsubaki et al. (2018) is more similar to the conditions of the present study (sand motion over dunes). An ensemble correlation PIV approach is used to cope with the ‘limited image quality’, which is valid for image sets recorded at high spatial and temporal resolution relative to the scale of turbulence, according to Westerweel et al. (2004).

To evaluate the measurements of mean particle velocity from cross-correlation on IoDs, we created a validation dataset using manual tracing. The location was on the upper part of the dune stoss slope. We manually traced ~40% of the particles identified in the IoD as moving particles (Figure 5). A sensitivity study is performed for different choices of IA. It is found that mean particle displacement approaches a constant value if the smallest IA is higher than 80 pixels (~ 0.018 m). When an IA of smaller than 30 pixels (~ 0.007 m) is chosen, the outcome is unreliable due to an insufficient number of particles moving within the IA. Regression analysis shows that for a small IA, cross-correlation analysis results in higher displacement compared to our manual displacement tracing. For an increasing IA size, the obtained vectors from the cross-correlation analysis results in lower displacement compared to manual tracing. Best agreement between the two procedures is obtained for an IA between 40 and 60 pixels. The density of tracked particles is not equally distributed over the area. On average, 5.2 particles are traced within an IA of 60 by 60 pixels (0.013 by 0.013 m) as in Figure 6. Thereafter, an averaging procedure was performed, in which one velocity vector was calculated from four neighbouring IAs and results are presented in Figure 7, showing agreement between the two methods. Results on pixel displacement of the two procedures are within the same range. The manual tracing validation set was used to find the ‘optimum’ settings for the automated PIV calculations for our images. To further enhance the quality of the spatial-average estimator, we apply ensemble averaging of the spatial correlation estimate to 10 successive image pairs as described in Westerweel et al. (2004) and Tsubaki et al. (2018). This procedure gives reliable results for situations of Brownian motion and low image density using micro-PIV (small tracer particles observed at high magnification).

**Results**

**Particle velocity: double averaging procedure**

Figure 8 shows particle trajectories for 16 moving particles traced in an area of 0.026 by 0.026 m and visualized for 10 time steps. The colour intensity represents the time step. Figure 8 illustrates (i) a variability of particle displacement between time steps and between particles in the area; (ii) the onset or cessation of particle motion or both within the time of analysis of 10 time steps (0.22 seconds); and (iii) that particles travel in different cross-stream directions. Figure 9 presents the streamwise velocity (\( u \)) of the particles trajectories in Figure 8. Rather than exhibiting a constant value, particle velocity varies due to the process of onset and cessation of moving particles. A short analysis period, for example 0.022 seconds, yields variable results for the instantaneous velocity (black dots). By averaging over a time period, we obtain a time-averaged particle velocity (grey dots in Figure 9A). A spatially averaged velocity varying in time (Figure 9B) is obtained by averaging the particle velocities in the area of analysis.

---

**Figure 4.** Seven series of images are recorded over a dune slope at a frame rate of 90 frames per second. Dots indicate the locations of the cross-sections and every cross-section is assigned a dune section value between zero and one. Zero represents the bottom of the dune lee slope and one represents the bottom of the streamwise dune lee slope (trough). The area of analysis is between 0.1 and 0.9. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
velocity of the individual particles (Figures 9A and 9B). The mean of the particle velocity in the area for 0.22 and 0.11 seconds of analysis approximate each other, despite the temporal and spatial variability in individual particle velocities. Later we apply double averaging as a method of sampling the dune stoss slope, to facilitate trend analyses of the sand particle motion over the dune.

The sampling method does not distinguish between modes of transport. Observations of the time lapse images allow for visual identification of transport modes. We observe rolling, sliding and saltation and we observe lift off of particles over longer distance than of saltating particles. The latter way of transport occurs from entrainment by ejection caused by impacts. The different ways of particle transport occur simultaneously within a sample area.

**Instantaneous particle velocities over the stoss slope**

Instantaneous particle velocities over the dune stoss slope obtained by manual tracing of 161 particles over five subsequent time steps are presented in Figure 10. The dune stoss slope is separated into two sections and the probability distributions of the velocities show distributions that are best fit by a gamma distribution. The instantaneous velocities measured at the upper section of the stoss slope show a wider peak compared to the measurements at the lower section of the stoss slope. Differences in the probability of instantaneous velocities are minor (Figure 10 and Figure 11). Instantaneous velocities at the lower section of the stoss slope are lower compared to the upper section of the stoss slope. For all the manually traced particles the mean is 0.089 m/s and the variance is 0.0032.

The measurements of instantaneous velocities over the dune stoss slope in Figure 12 show that most measurements of instantaneous velocity occur in the central region of the figure. The measurements at the lower section of the stoss slope (blue dots) tend to show an ‘egg-shape’ towards the higher cross-stream velocities. Whereas the point cloud from the measurements at the upper section of the stoss slope (red crosses) tends to be ‘v-shaped’ towards the higher streamwise velocities. Concluding, the instantaneous particle velocities over the dune stoss slope vary according to a gamma distribution. Small differences in the shape of the distribution exist for the lower and upper section of the dunes stoss slope.

**Particle velocities over a dune slope: instantaneous velocity from manual tracing compared to spatially averaged velocity from cross-correlation analysis**

Particle velocities over the dune stoss slope obtained by manual tracing and by cross-correlation on IoD are presented in Figure 13. Studying the direction and the velocity magnitude of the particles, and their frequency of occurrence, both methods show main particle movements ranging from 0.05 to 0.10 m/s. Cross-stream displacement is minor compared to the observed streamwise displacement. Particle velocities faster than 0.2 m/s are not observed frequently. Applying cross-correlation, erroneous vectors can occur, and are unavoidable with most data (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014). A vector validation procedure is applied, in which velocities faster than 0.4 m/s are considered as errors. As such, all measured velocities are lower than 0.4 m/s. The cumulative probability of the instantaneous particle velocities obtained from manual tracing shows that 50% of the particle velocities are within 0.04–0.10 m/s (Figure 14). About 30% of the velocities are faster than 0.10 m/s and 20% are
slower than 0.04 m/s. For the measurements based on cross-correlation analysis (PIV), which is a spatially averaged velocity, approximately 80% of the velocities are lower than 0.10 m/s, and 70% of the particle velocities are within 0.04–0.10 m/s. The measurements suggest that low particle velocity is less abundant. Though, time-averaging of the instantaneous velocities by manual tracing shows the same effect and gives that 70% of the particle velocities are within 0.04–0.10 m/s.

In Figure 15, the velocity distributions from the cross-correlation analysis of 950 velocities for an analysis time of 0.22 seconds, and of 4455 velocities for an analysis time of 1.11 seconds are shown. A comparison shows that the magnitude of the peak in the probability of the distribution (at ~0.1) and the associated particle velocity (~0.065 m/s) are similar, suggesting that the longer analysis time increases the likelihood of low (< 0.04 m/s) and high velocities (> 0.12 m/s), but does not modify the majority of the measurements and gives a closer overall fit to the gamma distribution. The mean streamwise velocities is 0.08 m/s and varies with ±0.005 m/s over time. The mean streamwise velocities are analysed over time and show that for a dune section the variation over time is ±0.01 m/s and for a cross-section the variation over time is ±0.02 m/s. Summarizing, comparison of distributions of the particle velocities for the different methods shows that time-averaged mean particle velocity from manual tracing compares to the velocities obtained from the spatially-averaged cross-correlation analysis. A longer analyses period does not affect the shape of the distribution, and increases the likelihood of occurrence of extremes (though extremes are rare).

Mean particle velocity over a dune slope

The mean particle velocities over the dune slope from cross-correlation analysis are presented in Figure 16–18. The measurements are taken at 32 cross-sections over the dune slope, with the cross-section being 0.026 by 0.156 m in size. Per cross-section, six velocities are obtained (double averaging procedure with $t = 0.22$ seconds). The velocities show a high variability and the variability was considered in the previous sections. Here, the focus is on the mean of the measurements and the mean value for every 1/10th section over the dune stoss slope is calculated. The results show that the mean streamwise particle velocity increases from the lower slope (0.06 m/s) to the dune crest (0.095 m/s). The regression slope changes ±10% for minor changes in the location of analysis area and spatial averaging procedure. The increase in particle velocity is strongest for the streamwise velocity (Figure 17), compared to the velocity magnitude (Figure 16). This is caused by slower streamwise velocities on the lower slope (~0.05 m/s). Additionally, the absolute value of the cross-stream velocity over the dune section shows strongest cross-stream movement on the lower part of the slope, whilst decreasing towards the middle part of the slope and increasing from the upper part of the slope to the...
crest. By calculating the standard deviation divided by the mean, we show that the standard deviation is highest at the lower slope for the streamwise velocity and velocity magnitude and decreases towards the crest, although the variation between the dune sections is small. The standard deviation is about 30% of the mean value for streamwise velocity and magnitude of the velocity. Concluding, the mean of the particle velocities changes as a function of the dune slope. We identify three zones over the dune stoss slope: (1) region of fluctuating particle velocity, (2) region of increasing particle velocity, and (3) region of maximum particle velocity.

The number of particles that change position differ as a function of location on the dune slope. The number of active particles is largest close to the crest and lowest on the lower slope (Figure 19). Spatially, ~10% of the measurement area over the crest are covered with particles in motion. This size decreased to less than 1% close to the trough. Particle counts and identification of the area in motion are affected by noise in the IoD.

Figure 8. Particle displacement by manual tracing over 0.22 seconds and 10 frames (at time step 0.022 seconds). The colour intensity represents the time step. The box covers 120 by 120 pixels, which corresponds to an area of 0.026 by 0.026 m. The image illustrates variability in particle displacement between time steps and between particles. Particle displacement by manual tracing is obtained by drawing polygon features in ArcMap 10.5 for moving particles only. A polygon resembles the particle contour at a given time step. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 9. Streamwise instantaneous velocity in centimetres per second for 16 particles (black dots) and time-averaged streamwise velocity and standard deviation per particle (grey dots) over 6–10 time steps (A). The striped line is the spatial and time averaged velocity of the 16 particles and the grey dotted line represents the standard deviation (±1σ). The spatially averaged particle velocities are presented in (B). The abbreviations are mean streamwise particle velocity (u), mean cross-stream particle velocity (v), mean particle velocity (w), with (p) referring to particle velocity being spatially averaged (s) and/or time-averaged (t). Particles approached zero displacement in the time step before cessation and in case the displacement is in the cross-stream direction. Zero motion is excluded here because in an image of difference (IoD) a non-moving particle is filtered out.

Figure 10. Velocity distributions obtained by manual tracing: instantaneous particle velocities over upper part of the slope, the lower part of the slope and over the dune stoss slope. The gamma distribution of all the measurements gives \(a = 2.479\) (standard error 0.1048) and \(b = 0.0359\) (standard error 0.00168). The mean is 0.089 and the variance is 0.003196. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
of the dune stoss slope and the lower section of the dune stoss slope. Manual tracing representing the measurements from the upper section and lower and upper slope section. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] Noise removal in the form of a pixel intensity threshold is applied. A stronger threshold would yield less activity. Accurate quantification for our measurements is challenging due to the small size of the particles and the large sampling area.

Discussion

Predictions of sediment transport using Shields parameter for rivers with dunes show acceptable performance on average. However, those predictors are limiting our understanding of local sediment transport over non-plain dune beds, for which gradients in sediment transport exist. Local bedload transport rate is the sum of the product of individual particle volume in motion and the streamwise velocity of the particle (Shim and Duan, 2017; Ballio et al., 2018). No disruption of flow is the major advantage of using imagery to quantify sediment transport. Previously, imaging techniques have been used to record sediment transport of coarse particles, semi-fixed bed configurations, and a limited number of active particles in the sampling area. Dunes are composed of smaller sized sand particles, while the number of moving particles is high and the bed is mobile. We overcome the challenge in the present study and collected reliable measurements of particle velocity over the rising dune slope. Concluding, applying the PIV-based method of cross-correlation on IoD for studying mean particle velocity over a dune slope is well suited, and results allow the identification of spatial and temporal particle variability on the scale of centimetres.

Grain behaviour

Particle interactions, which are at the origin of onset and cessation of particle movement, and different modes of transport (rolling, sliding, saltation), cause variations in particle velocities of bedload. Our results identify the variability in particle velocity, and confirm generally observed behaviour of bedload at the particle scale: entrainment, displacement, disentrainment and reposition (Drake et al., 1988). Previous studies document an exponentially decreasing probability of particle velocity for median grain size of 2.24 mm (Lajeunesse et al., 2010) and 2.4 mm (Shim and Duan, 2017) and 0.5 mm (Roseberry et al., 2012) whereas a gamma-like distribution was found for grains of 2 to 4 mm (Drake et al., 1988) and 3 mm polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) grains (Campagnol et al., 2013) and for 0.85 mm grains in this study. As such, there is a contradiction in the distribution of particle velocities being measured. The question arises whether the discrepancy results from differences in the methods and low particle velocities are under-represented in some studies, and/or that the distribution of velocities depends on the forcing of the bed. Our results obtained from the cross-section of the distribution of velocities differs over the lower section of the dune slope compared to the higher section of the dune slope (Figure 11). We conclude that the forcing of the bed influences the probability of particle velocities. Time-averaging and spatial averaging of velocities decreases the probability of occurrence of low particle velocity for our measurements (Figure 14). The latter will be more strongly reflected in the mean of the particle velocity, than in the median of the particle velocity. A (simplified) theoretical framework on the essential parameters is needed to quantify sediment transport from the particle scale to the dune scale. Presently our understanding of the effect of bed forcing on sand transport is limited, with continued discussion on local shear stress quantification (Yager et al., 2018). Visualization techniques are promising tools to further elaborate on the knowledge gap.

Particle motion over a dune slope and comparison to other studies

An automated PIV-based method is used to obtain mean particle velocities at different sections over a dune slope. The results show an increase of mean particle velocity from the lower slope towards the crest. Mean streamwise particle velocity at the crest is 0.09–0.10 m/s, while mean streamwise velocity at the lower slope is 0.04–0.065 m/s. Variability in particle velocity is high, represented by a high standard deviation compared to the mean and is characteristic for bedload motion. Whilst averaging over space and time leads to a consistent mean value of particle velocities decreases the probability of occurrence of low particle velocity for our measurements (Figure 14). The latter will be more strongly reflected in the mean of the particle velocity, than in the median of the particle velocity. A (simplified) theoretical framework on the essential parameters is needed to quantify sediment transport from the particle scale to the dune scale. Presently our understanding of the effect of bed forcing on sand transport is limited, with continued discussion on local shear stress quantification (Yager et al., 2018). Visualization techniques are promising tools to further elaborate on the knowledge gap.

© 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

SAND PARTICLE VELOCITIES OVER A DUNE SLOPE
Measurements of sediment transport by Lajeunesse et al. (2010) show that particle motion is dominated by the mean value of the bed shear stress. In dune fields, the dune geometry affects flow velocity and water depth. Local shear stresses increase over the dune slope (McLean and Smith, 1986). We identify three regions over the dune stoss slope (Figure 16). The region of increasing particle velocity and the region of maximum particle velocity resemble observed flow behaviour over dunes: increasing flow velocity over the dune resulting from flow conversion and compressing streamlines within the boundary layer over the rising stoss slope with maximum velocity at the crest, as shown by Best (2005). The increasing bed shear stress is, according to our measurements, represented with the increase in the mean value of particle velocity over the dune stoss slope. The particle activity increases from the lower slope towards the crest (Figure 19), which corresponds with the findings of Lajeunesse et al. (2010) despite the differences in the setting of the experiments. They show that above the threshold for motion, the number of moving particles per unit bed area increases linearly with the bed shear stress, minus critical bed shear stress. With our camera and illumination set-up, we were not able to accurately quantify the number of particles in motion and therefore we do not directly compare the findings. The question arises whether it is equally valid to conclude that grain velocities do not increase meaningfully over the dune stoss slope, and that the spatial and temporal variability in speed is far more dominant than an average trend. The latter would fit a potential model where grain velocity is not strongly dependent on the bed forcing, and that increases in overall bed-forcing, as that along the stoss slope, result in higher numbers of grains in motion instead. Our measurements show minor differences in mean particle velocity over the dune stoss slope, and minor differences in the shape of the frequency distribution suggesting that grain velocity is dependent on the bed forcing.

We observe that the variability in mean particle velocity is highest on the lower slope, and decreases towards the upper slope. It does not further decrease towards the crest. An explanation for highest variability on the lower section of the dune stoss slope is the occurrence of sweep-transport events. Visual observations indicate that sweep-transport events temporarily increase the number of moving particles and velocity of the moving particles (though the movement rapidly ceased). These events were observed more frequently on the lower section of the dune stoss slope. Also, the sweep-transport events increase the displacement in the cross-stream direction, explaining the higher absolute cross-stream velocity presented in Figure 18. Sediment transport is initiated at the lower slope and although we do not have measurements of the velocity fluctuations near the bed, we assume that the point where we observe continuous downstream directed sediment transport coincides with

Figure 13. Rose plot presents particle velocity over a dune slope with W (270) the streamwise direction. Data consists of 990 particle velocities in 0.11 seconds of measurements from manual tracing (A) and 4455 velocities in 1.11 seconds of measurements from cross-correlation on image of difference (IoD) (B). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 14. Cumulative frequency distribution of the instantaneous particle velocity over the dune stoss slope, the time-averaged instantaneous particle velocities and the spatially averaged velocity measurements from particle image velocimetry (PIV). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
the flow reattachment point. It is our observation that sweep-transport events are generated upstream and downstream of the (assumed) flow reattachment point. Some of the sweep-transport events pass by the flow reattachment point. Their contribution to the number of particles in motion and the direction of the particle motion on the lower slope is important. Sweep-transport events were few on the upper slope compared to the lower slope. Whereas, over the upper section of the dune slope superimposed bedforms were observed frequently. A superimposed bedform causes local increases and decreases in particle velocity (and activity) and in Terwisscha Van Scheltinga et al. (2018) we find maximum flux to coincide with the location of a superimposed bedform. Further work is needed to quantitatively relate the effect of sweep-transport events and superimposed bedforms to sediment transport over dune geometries.

Quantification of sediment mass flux over dunes using imagery and future work

Our image sequences show the top layer of the sediment. When assuming the sediment transport layer has a maximum thickness of particle size, it is theoretically possible to quantify the volume of sediment transport over dunes, using only plan view images. The sediment mixture consisted of particle sizes ranging from 0.65 mm to 1.15 mm ($D_{16}$ and $D_{90}$), with a median particle size of 0.85 mm. This corresponds to three to five pixels covering a sediment particle. The higher the velocity, the larger the particle appeared in an image. We based displacement on the centre of the particle. Therefore, displacement was not influenced by particle size nor particle speed. The field of view of our

---

**Figure 15.** Velocity distribution of spatially averaged velocities obtained from the cross-correlation on image of difference (IoD): particle velocities over 0.22 seconds of measurements (A) and 4450 particle velocity magnitudes in 1.11 seconds of measurements (B).
recordings and the corresponding exposure limited the analysis of different sand sizes. The light-coloured particles appear as a bright spot in the images and particle boundary is easily distinguished, while the displacement of the darker coloured particles was hardly detected. Thus, the displacement of the dark-coloured particles in the mixture was underrepresented. Concluding, we collected reliable measurements of streamwise velocity of the particles though quantification of the volume of moving sand over dunes using imagery is challenging. At this stage, practical limitations relevant for the study on dunes are: (a) consumer-grade camera’s recording at high frame rate (> 90 frames per second) are generally limited in their resolution, (b) image quality decreases for increasing water depth, (c) water clarity reduces for increasing flow rates, (d) thickness of sediment transport layer has to be in the range of particle size for the plan view of the camera, (e) for quantification of mass flux

Figure 17. Mean streamwise velocity with standard deviation of particles according to cross-correlation on image of difference (IoD) over a dune slope for 1.11 seconds of measurements. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 18. Absolute cross-stream velocity with standard deviation of particles according to cross-correlation on image of difference (IoD) over a dune slope for 1.11 seconds of measurements. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 19. Particle motion over the dune stoss slope from image of difference (IoD) for 32 cross-sections over the dune stoss slope.
of a mixed sand over dunes (without the use of tracer particles) extensive post-processing on the imagery is required to account for the variability in sediment characteristics (size, shape, colour) and to account for the high variability in particle movement and for the interactions between particles while they move and (f) the sloped bed requires calibration to account for changing length scales and lens distortion due to water refraction.

Conclusions
This work presents measurements of particle velocities of the mobile bed over a dune. Experimental and numerical modelling studies indicate that the flow velocity over a dune is fluctuating, accelerating over the dune stoss slope and decelerating over the dune trough. A PIV-based cross-correlation technique on IoD was used to measure particle velocities over a rising dune slope. The mean streamwise particle velocity increases from the lower slope (0.06 m/s) to the dune crest (0.095 m/s). The measured increase in mean particle velocity agrees with the hypothesis that particle motion is dominated by the mean value of the bed shear stress. Over the dune slope, three regions are distinguished: (1) region of fluctuating particle velocity, (2) region of increasing particle velocity, and (3) region of maximum particle velocity. Our results imply that several processes cause deviations from the mean. Manual tracing of instantaneous velocities showed that the forcing of the bed influences the probability of particle velocities. The standard deviation of the mean particle velocity is affected by the slope location and decreases from the lower slope towards the upper slope. We provide a discussion in the context of general onset and cessation of sediment transport, the effect of the reattachment zone, sweep-transport events and of superimposed bedforms. Concluding, manual motion tracing was used to explore the validity of applying an automated PIV-based cross-correlation technique on IoD of mobile bed. The automated method is suited for quantification of particle motion at the scale of centimetres. The measurements fill the gap between individual particle motion studies and time-averaged sediment transport measurements. We show that the method can be fully automated for the challenging condition of mobile beds, sloping beds and for sand particles moving closely together, allowing analysis of local gradients in bedload transport.
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